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About This Game

Classic side-scrolling gameplay is reporting back for duty with Bionic Commando Rearmed, a remake of the classic NES game,
out now on PC.

20 years after the 8-bit classic was released, Bionic Commando Rearmed recreates the world of the original with a complete
"2.5D" visual revamp. Bionic Commando Rearmed preserves the original's mix of swinging and shooting in an intense 2D side-

scroller, all to the tune of a brand-new soundtrack based on the classic 8-bit music from the NES masterpiece.

But Rearmed is far more than just a remake - it features all-new modes such as the 2-player co-op play, smarter enemy AI, new
bionic arm abilities, new weapons, bigger bosses and online rankings. Faithfully sticking to the story of the NES game, Bionic
Commando Rearmed tells the story of Nathan "R.A.D." Spencer's first mission, sent in to retrieve captured agent Super Joe

from the hands of the Imperials.

Fans of the original story can expect to see all the characters from the NES version, as well as the memorable moments that
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made the title so popular with fans. Rearmed will also link-up to its 3D "big brother" coming to PC, with unlockable content, in-
game hints and a story that spans both games.

Key Features:

Classic Bionic Commando side-scrolling gameplay, updated with new abilities, weapons and bosses

2-player co-op mode

Total modern visual and audio revamp

Cross-game interoperability – complete specific parts of Bionic Commando Rearmed to unlock new content and hints
for the Bionic Commando sequel

Challenge Rooms – obstacles courses and swing puzzles that test your skills, with your best times ranked against other
users in online leaderboards

Top-Down Stages – the return of the top-down scrolling gameplay of the original's 'Enemy Encounter' stages, with
remixed music from the classic Commando!

Multiplayer – up to 4 players can face off in a frantic melee of shooting and swinging!

In-game art designed by Shinkiro, one of Capcom's most talented artists
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so much fun. i am definetly enjoying it. if u are a fan of pshyhological horror you MUST get this game.. I have been using
PlayClaw 4 and 5 for a while now. PlayClaw 5 contains many options for recording video and audio, such as video and audio
codecs, resolution options, audio channels, webcam support, streaming support, and useful overlays.

I used to really like using this software for recording games for my YouTube channel, but the software started to screw up my
recordings. For some reason now, PlayClaw 5 will cause the audio to become out of sync throughout the recordings, which
becomes a major pain to fix. I am not the only person who has this problem, and the developers tell users to use their "Fast
Codec" to work around this issue, but this codec is not very good.

I would recommend using this software if they would fix the syncing issue, but I would strongly recommend Dxtory, which is a
much better recording software with more options.. This skin is probably worth the money. It's like maypul but a dragon so that
scalies have something to beat their meat to. All of the animations are new and look pretty cool (or should I say hot). My only
complaint is that this skin could have been a clone character that replaced clairen as the dlc fire character. Or maybe replace
Kragg because f*ck Kragg.. Really enjoyed it despite its faults.
+ I adore the art style, really sick character designs and environments.
+ I enjoyed the story, I like how the protagonist is just trying to save his skin and doesn't have anything heroic about him
+ I liked most of the puzzles, especially the ones where you have to arrange troops before a battle
+ good voice acting
+ doesn't take long time to complete
- I felt like some puzzles didn't have enough clues, I had to resort to a walktrhrough
- The game is hard to navigate, especially in the mercenary camp in the beginning - the layout is confusing and area exits are not
evident. I've given up when I first tried playing, constantly getting lost and going in circles.
- there is a bug when you can't travel across the map unless you repeatedly press F5 while having FRAPS recording video. It's an
OK game. Not my cup of tea, though.. Very boring in terms of clicker games. Beautiful graphics, bug free, solid puzzles. It's a
little short, but I'd rather pay for quality than quantity. The narrator is a bit annoying, but that's really the only bad part.. I
thoroughly enjoy dead exit. Once you start figuring out how the game works, there are all sorts of fun combos to pull off. On
the harder difficulties, you feel like you're constantly just one step ahead of the great zombie hordes, and every move has to
matter. I would recommend dead exit, as it is good fun. Nope, just no... Don't waste your time.
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So I've been playing this game on off from its very early days before vehicles were introduced and it was literally a walking
simulator but surprisingly, fun... The community is what makes it and the servers are great, I play on the Mumblerines server in
EU and theres always a mumble admin around to punish toxic or cheating players and they dont abuse it. Usually I will spend a
couple a hundreds hours and burn out before taking a break but I always come back to it and it is addictively fun. Every map
you play ends up playing out differently and thats part of the replayability of this gem, the other part is the community, part
serious, part messing about with mates that you've made on the server and they will stay with you forever as every time I get
back on, I'm always greeted with old friends I made in the past.
This game filled a hole for me, I never played project reality but I did use to play a game called Delta Force which is about 20
years old now but it was amazing, virtually open world where you had to attack an objective with how ever you wanted and I
loved and missed it... You wont find another game like this, where team work is crucial, where everyone works together and
even incompetent squad leaders will get chewed up on coms by the more experienced ones.. This is Squad and it will give you a
crazy and wild experience and even though I havent played since summer of last year, I'm about to refresh my experience and
join the fray for my like 5th time which surely wont be the last.

Dont be afraid that that has been on steam in early access for the last 4 years, it is still very much active and even at the time of
writing this from my last game last summer, they've added tanks and new weapons as well as changed the games dynamics a
little but the changes always feel right, progressive, which is more than what I can say for most modern games.

I hope Squad carries on advancing and keeps this game alive for as long as the engine lets it because this is the game I really love
the most, it's up there as one of the greatest and most enjoyable game I have ever played and with the 1000 hours currently on
this and being my highest played game on steam as well as this being my first ever review should tell you how highly I rate this
game :D. I miss popcap. This is an amazing game with so much to do in it. it mixes bits of an RTS with a lot of city-building and
sneaky micro-management. Uplay works fine for the game and isn't a hassle to set up. The game itself is highly enjoyable and
has a fun co-op and versus multiplayer. Don't hate the game just because Uplay exists.. Let me try to maintain my composure in
the following 'review' of this game. I know there are many inexperienced developers out there, and we, as gamers, should be
encouraging to their creativity and give positive and constructive feedback even when their work is sometimes less than
satisfactory. But before that, might I just say a few words....

...............................................................................................................WHAT A LOAD OF SH!TE THIS IS!!!! MOST
BORING AND REPETITIVE GAMEPLAY EVER! I know it's a maze game, but let's have some innovations, shall we? What
about a timer so you can track your performance? It literally takes five minutes to programme!!! What about some adornment to
the maze, eh? A bit of artwork won't take much of your time. What about some diversity in the music department instead of
ONE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING TRACK THROUGHOUT THE GAME??? Why aren't any of these in your game??? Oh,
perhaps because you are just a lazy fu.cking ars.e trying to grab some quick cash and just can't be asked to do any of the
work???!!!! And another thing, this game, guys, DOES NOT USE YOUR GRAPHICS CARD, or even more than one thread of
your CPU!!!!!!! Yes!!! No matter how many RTX 2080TIs you have in SLI or 9900K overclocked to 10GHz, the game will not
give a sh!t about it, and will run on one cpu thread!!! I was like shocked when I see the gaming running 10 fps on my rig!!!!
ARE YOU FU.CKING KIDDING ME??? ABSOLUTELY SHAME to you developer for releasing this unfinished, unoptimized
piece of utter trash!!! A first-year CS major can make a better version than yours in an hour or so. And shame on you steam too
for allowing garbage like this on your platform!!! Where's the quality control, eh??? Greedy, cash-minded indie developers like
you are doing as much damage to the gaming industry as those fu.cked up big publishers. You are dissolving and disgracing the
creative power of the community with \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game like this.. Disappointing. Thats it.. I
bought this game because people from my school made it and i thought it would be kinda tacky, but wow. I'm extremely
impressed. Spooked within the first hour. Soundtrack is great. Wow wow wow.
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